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MOVES WITH THE TIMES

London-based solicitors Bude Nathan Iwanier LLP is one of the capital’s
leading law firms. It provides legal services to corporate UK, international

OBJECTIVE

and entrepreneurial clients, advising on property, commercial real estate,

• Upgrade from analogue to

corporate litigation and working with private clients. The firm also offers
specialisms in landlord and tenant litigation and commercial litigation,
and advises on a variety of commercial transactions, including sale and
purchase of portfolio and investment properties, for a varied clientele.

digital dictation and voice
recognition allowing greater
flexibility and remote access.

SOLUTION
• SpeechWrite Voice Recognition

THE CHALLENGE

• SpeechWrite Pro Digital Dictation

The practice works with a range or clients, often outside the office and on location

THE BENEFITS

around the city. This remote working had put particular strain on its analogue system,

• Allows remote working

which was still relying on recordings and transcriptions made from tapes in real time.

• Easy file sharing

This was proving to be a drain on resources and impacting on the efficiency of

• Fully secure

the whole team. The need for more connectivity and efficiency, as well as

• Digitally compatible

more fee earners desiring to work remotely resulted in the company investing in

• Comprehensive post-installation

a timely upgrade.

support
• Streamlines efficiency
• Intuitive to use

Delivering efficiencies through voice

www.speechwrite.com
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“The SpeechWrite
team has been very
helpful, both at the
implementation stage
and beyond...”

Digital dictation specialists SpeechWrite Digital demonstrated to Bude Nathan Iwanier

“

how a digital solution could streamline its business, resulting in real-time savings and

the implementation stage and

THE SOLUTION

freeing up desk space and staff. The law practice wanted the transition from analogue
to digital to be as smooth as possible, allowing the new system to merge into existing
work practices naturally. The solution deployed was SpeechWrite Pro Digital Dictation

The SpeechWrite team

has been very helpful, both at
beyond. They identified where
and how we could improve the

with seven fee earners also using SpeechWrite Voice Recognition.

dictation and transcription side

Voice Recognition is the ideal solution for reducing legal transcription costs and reliance

of our business and the best

on support staff while dramatically speeding document turnaround for improved client

products for us to do this. Going

service, a key benefit found with Bude Nathan Iwanier.

digital made a lot of sense to us.

The practice specified Portable Digital PocketMemos and SpeechMikes with the system,

With a growing amount of our

resulting in the staff being able to work in the same format and allowing easy remote
connectivity throughout the company.
File sizes and recording lengths are now easily
identifiable, without the need to run and time an entire

work being carried out remotely,
the more we can do digitally,
the easier it is to share data

tape. The new technology integrated well into the firm,

and access it – wherever and

was simple to use and straightforward to install. Having

whenever it’s required.

heard of the advantages from SpeechWrite, it didn’t
take long before the staff were fully conversant with the
system and were reaping its benefits first-hand.

For more information please contact our team:
0121 236 2626 | legal@speechwrite.com

www.speechwrite.com

”

Maureen Byrne, Practice Manager at
Bude Nathan Iwanier LLP

